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It All Begins
With Trust

BY A IDAN PARSONS
 
Sales and marketing begin with building trust, which
can be difficult to do in a climate of rising distrust in
corporations and institutions in general.
 
For 2019, sales professionals revealed in a survey that
their top challenge is “becoming a trusted advisor.” 
 
Everything we do in marketing and sales depends on
how well we can gain and protect our customers’ trust. 
 
All the other activities--networking, going through call
lists, finding sales partnerships, and getting referrals--
rest on a bedrock of trust.

 
 



6 Emotional Stages
Buyers Go Through

CURIOUS ITY1 .
Now, sales is an emotional decision underpinned
by logic. The better you can support the buyer to
recognise six crucial emotions in the correct
order, the better your buyer can move through to
a purchase.
 
This sequence is similar to entrepreneur and
leadership coach Brian Franklin’s “6 Steps of an
Emotional Sale,” which I’d highly recommend as
a resource for anyone who wants excellence in
sales. These emotions should ideally happen
over the course of one conversation.

2 .  CONTROL

4 .  QUAL IF I ERS

3 .  TRUST

5 .  INVESTMENT

6 .  CLOSURE



6 Emotional Stages
Buyers Go Through

CURIOUS ITY1 .
When most people buy something or, more
importantly, commit to anything, they are
hesitant to do so without fully understanding
what they are committing to. Seems fair and
reasonable. 
 
The purpose of the first phase is simply to take
your conversation from a non-sales one, to a
sales one. It is to open the possibility of selling. 
 
At this stage, don’t ask for interest. Ask for
curiousity!
 
 
“Would you be curious to see if we may be a fit?

People are reluctant
to commit to
something they do
not understand, so
don’t ask them to.



6 Emotional Stages
Buyers Go Through

2 .  CONTROL
The purpose of the second phase is to simply
remind the buyer that they are in control of their
own decision-making process and if they are not,
then for us to do our job correctly, we need everyone
to be involved that should be. 
 
It is not a matter of asking “Are you the decision-
maker?”
 
The purpose of this phase is to demonstrate
integrity, consideration, and professionalism. We
also set a standard of doing things right or not at all.

Remind the buyer
that they are in
control of their own
decision-making
process.



6 Emotional Stages
Buyers Go Through

3 .  TRUST

Help your client
understand what
outcome they want
from working with
you.

This phase is such a powerful and important
phase because, in short, it helps the client
understand what it is they will get from
engaging with you. In the creation of a sale, this
phase may take the most time. 
 
The purpose of the trust phase is to help your
client understand what outcome they want from
working with you. It is not what you do or how
you do it, it is simply the outcomes they want to
achieve, underpinned by logic.



REMEMBER :
The more the client tells you what
they want, the more they are buying.
 
The more the client articulates the
outcome, the more they buy it.

 
When a client uses certain words to
describe an outcome, we use the

same words.
 

We underpin the outcomes with
logical justification.



6 Emotional Stages
Buyers Go Through

4 .  QUAL IF I ERS

Remove any
potential objections
that may present
themselves when
we ask for the sale.

The fourth phase is purely positioned for one reason
and one reason only, and that is to remove any
potential objections that may present themselves
when we ask for the sale. 
 
The way we deal with objections in consultative sales
is in a very professional and integrous way. We do not
push, we do not convince. We simply allow the client
to manage their own objections.  You see, if we try to
convince someone that the objection they may have
is not important or irrelevant, we will run the risk of
degrading trust in the relationship.



6 Emotional Stages
Buyers Go Through

5 .  INVESTMENT

Once we have
qualified all the
objections, ask the
client if the
investment is
reasonable.

The fifth phase is a simple and concise phase.
Once we have qualified all the objections and we
feel the sale is secure enough to progress without
the risk of objection, we then ask the client:
 
“So would it help if I explained the costs?” 
 
After they say yes, we then move to a variant of
this statement: “Would an investment of (Price)
be reasonable to achieve (desired outcomes the
prospective client listed earlier in the
conversation)?”



6 Emotional Stages
Buyers Go Through

This is where you allow the client to ask you
questions. They will be bursting with them most likely,
but they will be high-quality questions such as:
 
How does it all work? 
When do we start? 
What should I do? 
 
Take the time to fully answer their questions, honestly
and openly. Then finalise all the particulars. Get a
deposit, agreement and appointments set there and
then, as best practice.

6.  CLOSURE

Engage the client in
initial steps. We want
the client to leave the
conversation feeling
like the wheels are in
motion and they are
progressing.





5 Ways to Gain Your
Customers' Trust

A hinge is “a current issue that's unique to the
customer's industry or company." 
 
Connect the product or service you're offering
to a course of action that addresses or resolves
that hinge. 

FIND THEIR HINGE.
Keep customer support human and personalised. At
least 81 percent of Australian customers said they
“want to interact with a real person more as
technology improves,” according to the PwC Future
of Customer Experience Survey 2017/2018. The
global average was 75 percent.

REMEMBER: IT DOESN'T END WITH THE SALE.



5 Ways to Gain Your
Customers' Trust

Use data to help improve your product and
service, but always get your customers'
permission for collecting that data. Offer them
a benefit for opting in.  Think about how your
business is using and storing customer data,
and how transparent you're being.

PROTECT YOUR CUSTOMERS' DATA.

Entrepreneur Bryan Franklin recommends that
business owners commit to five to 10 in-person
sales conversations every week to gain “a totally
different view of yourself, what you have to offer,
and the emotional landscape of your customer.”

SET A SPECIFIC TARGET TO TALK TO YOUR
CUSTOMERS MORE.



5 Ways to Gain Your
Customers' Trust

Testimonials and
recommendations appeal directly
to your consumers through the
people they trust.  One in three
customers said they would stop
doing business with a company
they loved if they had to endure
one bad customer experience.

PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR
TESTIMONIALS.

Source: Nielsen's Global Premiumisation Study, 2018
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Keystone Business Boardroom 2019
By Invitation Only



NOW ACCEPT ING  APPL ICAT IONS
FOR  THE  KEYSTONE  CLOSED
BOARDROOM 2019

Welcome to Brisbane's exclusive closed business
boardroom. 
 
Become part of a limited group of business owners,
entrepreneurs, and professionals committed to
excellence in their business, their networks, and
themselves. 
 
Learn the exact processes and strategies thousands of
past clients have used to close millions of dollars in
self-generated work.  
 

 



 
 

 KEY MEMBERSHIP OUTCOMES

The Keystone Closed Boardroom is a premier
group of business people and professionals
committed to mastering the skill of business
growth and development.
 
Members who do the work learn to:

Attract leads and enquiries on demand
Close more lucrative sales for more profit
Build high-performing teams that run
themselves
Increase profitability and decrease
expenditure
Build strong business partnerships
Become the best version of themselves and
their business.

 



Increasing revenue from $270,000 to $4,900,000 within an 18-month
period and retaining a profit margin of 19 percent, through
systemised growth strategy and cultural change.
 
Supporting a young father to not only grow his business but change
his role entirely to that of an executive attending a board meeting
once a fortnight.
 
Pulling a business from the brink of insolvency back to a $1,200,000
surplus in 12 months through sales and marketing perfection.
 
Repeated massive growth of our clients through a blend of action
and excellence.

OVER  THE  PAST  S IX  YEARS ,  SOME  OF  OUR
PROUDEST  MOMENTS  INCLUDE :

 



MARKET ING  &  LEAD
GENERAT ION
Marketing and media mastery
Offline and local area explosion
Magic marketing numbers
Beating the competition

SALES  &  CONVERS ION
Closing on cue
Emotional attraction
Building a sales team
Tender mastery
Turning objections into closures

F INANCIAL  MANAGEMENT
Managing numbers
Dashboarding and financial control
Defensive accounting
Creative accounting

5 PILLARS OF EXCELLENCE 
IN BUSINESS
 

LEADERSHIP  &
AUTOMATION
Building the leader that runs your business
Building the team that runs itself
Hiring your first to your last
Creating business cultures
 

MINDSET  DEVELOPMENT
Endless motivation
Building a business that builds a life
Personal and business satisfaction
Performance precision



About Aidan Parsons

Aidan Parsons is a man who stands on the shoulders of his results. He
is an expert in profitable, controlled, and consistent business growth.
Combining insights into human behavior and best business practices,
he specialises in the rapid and repeatable acquisition of new work
with a higher profit margin and lower cost-to-service.
 
 
Over the past five years, Aidan's strategies and mentorship have
helped Keystone's clients generate over $630 million in additional
revenue. Over 70 percent of Aidan's seven- and eight-figure clients
began working with him when their revenue was less than $300,000.

 

AIDAN PARSONS
FOUNDER & CEO

KEYSTONE EXECUTIVE COACHING



About Aidan Parsons

Aidan prides himself on meeting business owners where they are and
walking with them in a considered and paced way to their business
targets. Working with Aidan is not about doing everything, but doing
the one right thing that improves everything.
 
He charges his fees after his clients hit their financial targets. In short,
if he does not hit his target with you, he doesn't get paid. No other
business mentor in Australia is backing themselves with such rock-
solid conviction.
 
That's why he's often described as the guy you go to when you're
serious about getting to work.

 

JAMES JENSEN
Australian Nutrition Centre

Aidan has always gone above and
beyond what you'd expect  from a

business coach. That really
impressed me, just how genuine he

is with wanting to help us and
support our business.



 
We’d love to help you master sales, marketing, leadership
and finances, and hone the mindset that will give you total
executive control of your business.
 
Visit www.keystoneexecutivecoaching.com for more of our
free resources.
 
Send your questions to
admin@keystoneexecutivecoaching.com.
 
Or call 0401 264 339 to book a free strategy session with
Aidan Parsons, founder of Keystone Executive Coaching. 
 
Talk to you soon!

An invitation


